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PHYSICAL REVIEW E SEPTEMBER 2000VOLUME 62, NUMBER 3Fast algorithm for finding the eigenvalue distribution of very large matrices
Anthony Hams and Hans De Raedt
Institute for Theoretical Physics and Materials Science Centre, University of Groningen, Nijenborgh 4,
NL-9747 AG Groningen, The Netherlands
~Received 11 April 2000!
A theoretical analysis is given of the equation of motion method, due to Alben et al. @Phys. Rev. B 12, 4090
~1975!#, to compute the eigenvalue distribution ~density of states! of very large matrices. The salient feature of
this method is that for matrices of the kind encountered in quantum physics the memory and CPU requirements
of this method scale linearly with the dimension of the matrix. We derive a rigorous estimate of the statistical
error, supporting earlier observations that the computational efficiency of this approach increases with the
matrix size. We use this method and an imaginary-time version of it to compute the energy and specific heat
of three different, exactly solvable, spin-1/2 models, and compare with the exact results to study the depen-
dence of the statistical errors on sample and matrix size.
PACS number~s!: 05.10.2a, 05.30.2d, 03.67.LxI. INTRODUCTION
The calculation of the distribution of eigenvalues of very
large matrices is a central problem in quantum physics. This
distribution determines the thermodynamic properties of the
system ~see below!. It is directly related to the single-particle
density of states ~DOS! or Green’s function. In a one-particle
~e.g., one-electron! description, knowledge of the DOS suf-
fices to compute the transport properties @1#.
The most direct method to compute the DOS, i.e., all the
eigenvalues, is to diagonalize the matrix H representing the
Hamiltonian of the system. This approach has two obvious
limitations: The number of operations increases as the third
power of the dimension D of H, and, perhaps most impor-
tantly, the amount of memory required by state-of-the-art
algorithms grows as D2 @2,3#. This scaling behavior limits
the application of this approach to matrices of dimension D
5O(10000), which is too small for many problems of inter-
est. What is needed are methods that scale linearly with D.
There has been considerable interest in developing ‘‘fast’’
@i.e., O(D)] algorithms to compute the DOS and other simi-
lar quantities. One such algorithm and an application of it to
electron motion in disordered alloy models was given by
Alben et al. @4#. In this approach the DOS is obtained by
solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation ~TDSE! of
a particle moving on a lattice, followed by a Fourier trans-
form of the retarded Green’s function @4#. Using the uncon-
ditionally stable split-step fast Fourier transform method to
solve the TDSE, it was shown that the eigenvalue spectrum
of a particle moving in continuum space can be computed in
the same manner @5#. Fast algorithms of this kind proved
useful to study various aspects of localization of waves @6–8#
and other one-particle problems @9–14#.
Application of these ideas to quantum many-body sys-
tems triggered further development of flexible and efficient
methods to solve the TDSE. Based on Suzuki’s product for-
mula approach, an unconditionally stable algorithm was de-
veloped and used to compute the time-evolution of two-
dimensional S51/2 Heisenberg-like models @15#. Results for
the DOS of matrices of dimension D’1000000 were re-
ported @15#. A potentially interesting feature of these fastPRE 621063-651X/2000/62~3!/4365~13!/$15.00algorithms is that they may run very efficiently on a quantum
computer @16,17#.
A common feature of these fast algorithms is that they
solve the TDSE for a sample of randomly chosen initial
states. The efficiency of this approach as a whole relies on
the hypothesis ~suggested by the central limit theorem! that
satisfactory accuracy can be achieved by using a small
sample of initial states. Experience not only shows that this
hypothesis is correct; it strongly suggests that for a fixed
sample size the statistical error on physical quantities such as
the energy and specific heat decreases with the dimension D
of the Hilbert space @16#.
In view of the general applicability of these fast algo-
rithms to a wide variety of quantum problems, it seems war-
ranted to analyze in detail their properties and the peculiar D
dependence in particular. In Secs. II and III we recapitulate
the essence of the approach. We present a rigorous estimate
for the mean square error ~variance! on the trace of a matrix.
In Sec. IV we describe the imaginary-time version of the
method. The statistical analysis of the numerical data is dis-
cussed in Sec. V. Section VI describes the model systems
that are used in our numerical experiments. The algorithm
used to solve the TDSE is reviewed in Sec. VII. In Sec. VIII
we derive rigorous bounds on the accuracy with which all
eigenvalues can be determined, and demonstrate that this ac-
curacy decreases linearly with the time over which the TDSE
is solved. The results of our numerical calculations are pre-
sented in Sec. IX, and our conclusions are given in Sec. X.
II. THEORY
The trace of a matrix A acting on a D-dimensional Hilbert






Note that according to Eq. ~1! we have Tr 15D . If D is very
large, one might think of approximating Eq. ~1! by sampling
over a subset of K (K!D)‘‘important’’ basis vectors. The
problem with this approach is that the notion ‘‘important’’4365 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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sample in a different manner. We construct a random vector
uc& by choosing D complex random numbers, cn[ f n










If we now sample over S realizations of the random vectors











cm ,p* cn ,p^fmuAfn&. ~4!
Assuming that there is no correlation between the random
numbers in different realizations, and that the random num-
bers f n ,p and gn ,p are drawn from an even and symmetric
~both with respect to each variable! probability distribution






cm ,p* cn ,p5E~ ucu
2! dm ,n , ~5!
where E() denotes the expectation value with respect to the
probability distribution used to generate the cn ,p’s. On the
right hand side of Eq. ~5! the subscripts of cn ,p have been
dropped to indicate that the expectation value does not de-











showing that we can compute the trace of A by sampling
over random states $cp%, provided there is an efficient algo-
rithm to calculate ^cpuAcp& ~see Sec. VII!.
According to the central limit theorem, for a large but




cm ,p* cn ,p5E~ ucu
2!dm ,n1OS 1AS D , ~7!
meaning that the statistical error on the trace vanishes like
1/AS , which is not surprising. What is surprising is that one
can prove a much stronger result as follows. Let us first





This innocent looking step has far reaching consequences.
First we note that the normalization renders the method exact
in the ~rather trivial! case when the matrix A is proportional
to the unit matrix. The price we pay for this is that for fixedp, the cn ,p are now correlated, but that does not cause prob-
lems ~see Appendix A!. Second it follows that E(ucu2)
51/D .











cm ,p* cn ,p ~10!
is a traceless @due to Eq. ~8!# Hermitian matrix of random
numbers. We put X5Tr RA , and compute E(uXu2). The re-
sult for the general case can be found in Appendix A. For a
uniform distribution of the cn ,p’s on the hypersphere defined
by (n51
D ucn ,pu251, the expression simplifies considerably,
and we find
E~ uTr RAu2!5
D Tr A†A2uTr Au2
S~D11 ! , ~11!
an exact expression for the variance in terms of the sample
size S, the dimension D of the matrix A, and the ~unknown!
constants Tr A†A , and uTr Au.




, ; a.0, ~12!
where P(Q) denotes the probability for the statement Q to be
true. We find that the probability that uTr RAu2 exceeds a
fraction a of uTr Au2 is bounded by
PS uTr RAu2
uTr Au2
>a D < 1a S ~D11 ! D Tr A†A2uTr Au2uTr Au2 ;
; a.0, ~13!
or, in other words, the relative statistical error eA on the
estimator of the trace of A is given by
eA[AD Tr A†A2uTr Au2S~D11 !uTrAu2 ~14!
if uTr Au.0. We see that eA50 if A is proportional to a unit
matrix. From Eq. ~14! it follows that, in general, we may
expect eA to vanish with the square root of SD . The prefac-
tor is a measure for the relative spread of the eigenvalues of
A, and is obviously model dependent. The dependence of eA
on S, D, and the spectrum of A is corroborated by the nu-
merical results presented below.
It is also of interest to examine the effect of not normal-
izing the cn ,p’s. A calculation similar to the one that led to
the above results yields
eA5A Tr A†ASuTr Au2. ~15!
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proportional to a unit matrix.
III. REAL-TIME METHOD
The distribution of eigenvalues or DOS of a quantum sys-








eite Tr e2itH dt , ~16!
where H is the Hamiltonian of the system and n runs over all
the eigenvalues of H. The DOS contains all the physical
information about the equilibrium properties of the system.
For instance the partition function, the energy, and the heat









de e D~e! e2b e, ~18!
C5b2S 1ZE2‘‘ de e2 D~e! e2b e2E2D , ~19!
respectively. Here b51/kBT and kB is Boltzmann’s constant
~we put kB51 and \51 from now on!.
As explained above, the trace in integral ~16! can be es-
timated by sampling over random vectors. For the statistical
error analysis discussed below it is convenient to define a





eite ^cpue2itHcp&dt , ~20!
where the subscript p labels the particular realization of the







Schematically the algorithm to compute dp(e) consists of
the following steps: ~1! Generate a random state ucp(0)&,
and set t50. ~2! Copy this state to ucp(t)& . ~3! Calculate
^cp(0)ucp(t)& and store the result. ~4! Solve the TDSE for a
small time step t , replacing ucp(t)& by ucp(t1t)& ~see Sec.
VII for model specific details!. ~5! Repeat N times from step
~3!. ~6! Perform a Fourier transform on the tabulated result,
and store dp(e).
In practice the Fourier transform in Eq. ~16! is performed
by the fast Fourier transform ~FFT!. We use a Gaussian win-
dow to account for the finite time tN used in the numerical
time integration of the TDSE. The number of time step N
determines the accuracy with which the eigenvalues can be
computed. In Sec. VIII we prove that this systematic error in
the eigenvalues vanishes as 1/tN .
Since for any reasonable physical system ~or finite matrix!
the smallest eigenvalue E0 is finite, for all practical purposes
dp(e)50 for e,e0,E0. The value of e0 is easily deter-mined by examination of the bottom of spectrum. To com-
pute Z, E, or C, we simply replace the interval @2‘ ,1‘# by
@e0 ,1‘# .
IV. IMAGINARY-TIME METHOD
The real-time approach has the advantage that it yields
information on all eigenvalues and can be used to compute
both dynamic and static properties without suffering from
numerical instabilities. However for the computation of the
thermodynamic properties, the imaginary-time version is
more efficient. We will use the imaginary-time method as an
independent check on the results obtained by the real-time
algorithm.








with similar expressions for E and C.
Furthermore we have
^cpuHne2bHcp&5^e2bH/2cpuHne2bH/2cp&, ~23!
assuming H is Hermitian. Therefore we only need to propa-
gate the random state for an imaginary time b/2 instead of b .
Furthermore we do not need to perform a FFT. Disregarding
these minor differences, the algorithm is the same as in the
real-time case with t replaced by 2it .
V. ERROR ANALYSIS
Estimating the statistical error on the partition function Z
is easy because it depends linearly on the trace of the ~imagi-
nary! time evolution operator. However, the error on E and C
depends on this trace in a more complicated manner, and this













de dp~e! e2 e2be ~26!




for the imaginary-time method. For each value of b we gen-
erate the data $zp%, $hp%, and $wp%, for p51, . . . ,S . For
both cases we have

















S xp . The standard deviations on z¯ , h¯ , and
w¯ are given by
dz5Avar~z !S21 , ~33!
dh5Avar~h !S21 , ~34!
dw5Avar~w !S21 , ~35!
where var(x)[x¯ 22x¯ 2 denotes the variance on the data
$xp%. However, the sets of data $zp%, $hp%, and $wp% are
correlated, since they are calculated from the same set
$ucp&%. These correlations in the data are accounted for by
calculating the covariance matrix M k ,l (k ,l51, . . . ,3), the
elements of which are given by xkxl¯ 2xk¯ xl¯ , where $x1%,
$x2%, and $x3% are a shorthand for $zp%, $hp%, and $wp%,



























where E¯ 5h¯ /z¯ and and C¯ 5b2(w¯ /z¯2h¯ 2/z¯2).
VI. EXACTLY SOLVABLE SPIN 1Õ2 MODELS
The most direct way to assess the validity of the approach
described above is to carry out numerical experiments on
exactly solvable models. In this paper we consider three dif-
ferent exactly solvable models, two spin-1/2 chains and a
mean-field spin-1/2 model. The former have a complicated
spectrum, the latter has a highly degenerate eigenvalue dis-
tribution. These spin models differ from those studied else-
where @15,16#, in that they belong to the class of integrable
systems.A. Spin chains

















, and s i
z denote the Pauli matrices, and J, D ,
and h are model parameters—can be solved exactly. They
can be reduced to diagonal form by means of the Jordan-
Wigner transformation @19#. We have
H5 (
i , j51
L Fci†Ai , jc j1 12 ~ci†Bi , jc j†1c jB j ,i* ci!G1hL ,
~40!
where ci
† and ci are spinless fermion operators and
Ai , j52J~11D!~d i , j211d i21,j!22hd i , j , ~41!
Bi , j52J~12D!~d i , j212d i21,j! ~42!
are L3L matrices. By further canonical transformation, this




LkS nk2 12 D1 12 Tr A1hL , ~43!
where nk is the number operator of state k, and the Lk’s are
given by the solution of the eigenvalue equation
~A2B !~A1B !fk5Lk
2 fk . ~44!
In the general case this eigenvalue problem of the L3L Her-
mitian matrix (A2B)(A1B) is most easily solved numeri-
cally. In the present paper we confine ourselves to two lim-
iting cases: the XY model (D51), and the Ising model in a
transverse field (D50).
B. Mean-field model





















sW i . ~47!
The single spin-L/2 Hamiltonian has eigenvalues
El ,m522Jl~ l11 !/L22hm1
3
2 J , ~48!
with degeneracy
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2l11
L/21l11 S LL/22l D . ~49!
This rather trivial model serves as a test for the case of
highly degenerate eigenvalues.
VII. TIME EVOLUTION
For the approach outlined in Secs. III and IV to be of
practical use, it is necessary that the matrix elements of the
exponential of H can be calculated efficiently. The purpose
of this section is to describe how this can be done.



















where the first sum runs over all pairs P of spins, s i
a (a
5x ,y ,z) denotes the ath component of the spin-1/2 operator
representing the ith spin. For both methods, we have to
calculate the evolution of a random state, i.e., U(t)uc&
[exp(2itH)uc& or U(t)uc&[exp(2tH)uc& for the real and
imaginary time methods, respectively. We will discuss the
real-time case only; the imaginary-time problem can be
solved in the same manner.
Using the semigroup property U(t1)U(t2)5U(t11t2),
we can write U(t)5U(t)m where t5mt . Then the main
step is to replace U(t) by a symmetrized product-formula

















, a5x ,y ,z . ~52!
Other decompositions @15,21# work equally well, but are
somewhat less efficient for the cases at hand. In the real-time
approach U˜ (t) is unitary, and hence the method is uncondi-
tionally stable @20# ~also the imaginary-time method can be
made unconditionally stable!. It can be shown that
zuU(t)2U˜ (t)uz<st3 (s.0 a constant! @22#, implying that
the algorithm is correct to second order in the time step t
@20#. Usually it is not difficult to choose t so small that for
all practical purposes the results obtained can be considered
as being ‘‘exact.’’ Moreover, if necessary, U˜ (t) can be used
as a building block to construct higher-order algorithms @23–
26#. In Appendix B we will derive bounds on the error in the
eigenvalues when they are calculated using a symmetric
product formula.
As basis states $ufn&% we take the direct product of the
eigenvectors of the Si
z ~i.e., spin-up u↑ i& and spin-down u↓ i&).
In this basis, e2itHz/2 changes the input state by altering the
phase of each of the basis vectors. As Hz is a sum of pair
interactions, it is trivial to rewrite this operation as a direct
product of 434 diagonal matrices ~containing theinteraction-controlled phase shifts! and 434 unit matrices.
Still working in the same representation, the action of
e2itHy/2 can be written in a similar manner, but the matrices
that contain the interaction-controlled phase-shift have to be
replaced by nondiagonal matrices. Although this does not
present a real problem, it is more efficient and systematic to
proceed as follows. Let us denote by X(Y ) the rotation by
p/2 of each spin about the x(y) axis. As
e2itHy/25XX†e2itHy/2XX†5Xe2itHz8/2X†, ~53!
it is clear that the action of e2itHy/2 can be computed by
applying to each spin, the inverse of X followed by an
interaction-controlled phase-shift and X itself. The prime in
Eq. ~53! indicates that Ji , jz and hiz in Hz have to be replaced
by Ji , j
y and hi
y respectively. A similar procedure is used to
compute the action of e2itHx. We only have to replace X by
Y.
VIII. ACCURACY OF THE COMPUTED EIGENVALUES
First we consider the problem of how to choose the num-
ber of time steps N to obtain the DOS with acceptable accu-
racy. According to the Nyquist sampling theorem employing
a sampling interval Dt5p/maxi uEiu is sufficient to cover the
full range of eigenvalues. On the other hand, the time step
also determines the accuracy of the approximation U˜ (t). Let
us call the maximum value of t which gives satisfactory
accuracy t0 ~for the imaginary-time method, this is the only
parameter!. For the examples treated here t0,Dt), implying
that we have to use more steps to solve the TDSE than we
actually use to compute the FFT. Eigenvalues that differ less
than De5p/NDt cannot be identified properly. However,
since De}N21 we only have to extend the length of the
calculation by a factor of 2 to increase the resolution by the
same factor.
At first glance the above reasoning may seem to be a little
optimistic. It apparently overlooks the fact that if we inte-
grate the TDSE over longer and longer times the error on the
wave function also increases ~although it remains bounded
because of the unconditional stability of the product formula
algorithm!. In fact it has been shown that, in general @20#,
zue2itHuc~0 !&2U˜ m~t!uc~0 !&uz<ct2t , ~54!
where t5mt , suggesting that the loss in accuracy on the
wave function may well compensate for the gain in resolu-
tion that we obtain by using more data in the Fourier trans-
form. Fortunately this argument does not apply when we
want to determine the eigenvalues as we now show. As be-
fore, we will discuss the real-time algorithm only because
the same reasoning ~but different mathematical proofs! holds
for the imaginary-time case.
Consider the time-step operator ~52!. Using the fact that
any unitary matrix can be written as the matrix exponential
of a Hermitian matrix, we can write
U˜ ~t!5e2itHz/2e2itHy/2e2itHxe2itHy/2e2itHz/2[e2itH˜ (t).
~55!
4370 PRE 62ANTHONY HAMS AND HANS DE RAEDTFIG. 1. The density of states ~DOS! as obtained from the real-time algorithm for spin chains of length L515 and for S520 random initial
states. Left: XY model; middle: Ising model in a transverse field; right: mean-field model. For the mean-field model a logarithmic scale was
used to show the highly degenerate spectrum more clearly.It is clear that in practice the real-time method yields the
spectrum of H˜ (t), not the one of H. Therefore the relevant
question is: How much do the spectra of H˜ (t) and H differ?
In Appendix B we give a rigorous proof that the difference
between the eigenvalues of H˜ (t) and H vanishes as t2. In
other words the value of m ~or t5mt) has no effect what-
soever on the accuracy with which the spectrum can be de-
termined. Therefore, the final conclusion is that the error in
the eigenvalues vanishes as t2/N where N is the number of
data points used in the Fourier transform of Tr e2itH˜ (t).
IX. RESULTS
We write our results in units of J and take h50, except
for the Ising model in a transverse field, where we take h
50.75J . The random numbers cn ,p are generated such that
the Eqs. ~A3! and ~A4! are satisfied. We use two different
techniques to generate these random numbers.
~1! A uniform random number generator produces $ f n ,p%
and $gn ,p% with 21< f n ,p ,gn ,p<1. We then normalize the
vector @see Eq. ~8!#.
~2! cn ,p’s are obtained from a two-variable ~real and
imaginary part! Gaussian random number generator and the
resulting vector is normalized.
Both methods satisfy the basic requirements Eqs. ~A3!
and ~A4! but because the first samples points out of a
2D-dimensional hypercube and subsequently projects the
vector onto a sphere, the points are not distributed uniformly
over the surface of the unit hypersphere. The second method
is known to generate numbers which are distributed uni-formly over the hypersurface. Although the first method does
not satisfy all the mathematical conditions that lead to error
~14!, our numerical experiments with both generators give
identical results, within statistical errors of course. Also,
within the statistical errors, the results from the imaginary
and real-time algorithm are the same. Therefore, we only
show some representative results as obtained from the real-
time algorithm.
In Fig. 1 we show a typical result for the DOS D(e) of
the XY model, the Ising model in a transverse field, and the
mean-field model, all with L515 spins and using S520
samples. Because of the very high degeneracy we plotted the
DOS for the mean-field model on a logarithmic scale.
In Fig. 2 we show the relative error dZ/Z based on Eq.
~36! for the three models of various size, as obtained from
the simulation ~symbols!. For these figures we used the
imaginary-time algorithm, because then the statistical error
can be related to eA directly @see Eq. ~14!, with A
5exp(2bH)]. The theoretical results ~lines! for the error es-
timate, obtained by a direct exact numerical evaluation of
Eq. ~14! are shown as well. We conclude that for all systems,
lattice sizes, and temperatures there is very good agreement
between numerical experiment and theory.
Results for the energy E and specific heat C are presented
in Fig. 3 the (XY model!, 4 ~the Ising model in a transverse
field!, and 5 ~the mean-field model!. The solid lines represent
the exact result for the case shown. Simulation data as ob-
tained from S55 and 20 samples are represented by sym-
bols, and the estimates of the statistical error by error bars.
We see that the data are in excellent agreement with theFIG. 2. The relative error dZ/Z @see Eq. ~36!# on a logarithmic scale as a function of temperature T[1/b and for various system sizes.
Left: XY model; middle: Ising model in a transverse field; right: mean-field model. Solid lines: eA @with A5e2bH; see Eq. ~14!# for L
56; dashed lines: eA for L510; dash-dotted line: eA for L515. Crosses: simulation data for S520 and L56; squares: simulation data for
S520 and L510; circles: simulation data for S520 and L515.
PRE 62 4371FAST ALGORITHM FOR FINDING THE EIGENVALUE . . .FIG. 3. Energy ~top! and specific heat ~bottom! of the XY model @see Eq. ~39!#, with D51 and h50. Left: L56; middle: L510; right:
L515. Solid lines: exact result; crosses: simulation data using S55 samples; squares: simulation data using S520 samples. Error bars: One
standard deviation.exact results and, equally important, the estimate for the er-
ror captures the deviation from the exact result very well. We
also see that in general the error decreases with the system
size. Both the imaginary- and real-time methods seem to
work very well, yielding accurate results for the energy and
specific heat of quantum spin systems with modest amounts
of computational effort.
X. CONCLUSIONS
The theoretical analysis presented in this paper gives a
solid justification of the remarkable efficiency of the real-time equation-of-motion method for computing the distribu-
tion of all eigenvalues of very large matrices. The real-time
method can be used whenever the more conventional,
Lanczos-like, sparse-matrix techniques can be applied:
Memory and CPU requirements for each iteration ~time-step!
are roughly the same ~depending on the actual implementa-
tion! for both approaches.
We do not recommend using the real-time method if one
is interested in the smallest ~or largest! eigenvalue only.
Then the Lanczos method is computationally more efficient
because it needs less iterations ~time steps! than the real-time
approach. However, if one needs information about all ei-FIG. 4. Energy ~top! and specific heat ~bottom! of the Ising model in a transverse field @see Eq. ~39!# with D50 and h50.75J . Left:
L56; middle: L510; right: L515. Solid lines; exact result; crosses: simulation data using S55 samples; squares: simulation data using
S520 samples. Error bars: one standard deviation.
4372 PRE 62ANTHONY HAMS AND HANS DE RAEDTFIG. 5. Energy ~top! and specific heat ~bottom! of the mean-field model @see Eq. ~45!# with h50. Left: L56; middle: L510; right:
L515. Solid lines: exact result; crosses: simulation data using S55 samples; squares: simulation data using S520 samples. Error bars: one
standard deviation.genvalues and direct diagonalization is not possible ~because
of memory/CPU time! there is as yet no alternative to the
real-time method. The matrices used in this example ~up to
32768332768) are not representative in this respect: The
real-time method has been used to compute the distribution
of eigenvalues for matrices of dimension 16777216
316777216 @15#.
Once the eigenvalue distribution is known the thermody-
namic quantities directly follow. However, if one is inter-
ested in the accurate determination of the temperature depen-
dence of thermodynamic ~and static correlation functions!
properties but not in the eigenvalue distribution itself, the
imaginary-time method is by far the most efficient method to
compute these quantities. For instance the calculation of the
thermodynamic properties for bJ50, . . . ,10 of a 15-site
spin-1/2 system ~i.e. implicitly solving the full 32768
332768 eigenvalue problem! takes 1410 sec per sample on a
Mobile Pentium III 500 MHz system.Finally we remark that although we used quantum-spin
models to illustrate various aspects, there is nothing in the
real or imaginary-time method that is specific to the models
used. The only requirement for these methods to be useful in
practice is that the matrix is sparse and ~very! large.
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APPENDIX A: EXPECTATION VALUE CALCULATION
In this Appendix we calculate the expectation value of the











k ,l ,m ,n51
D
dk ,ldm ,n2D dk ,l E~cm ,p* cn ,p!2D dm ,n E~ck ,p8cl ,p8* !
1D2 E~cm ,p* cn ,p ck ,p8 cl ,p8* !Ak ,l* Am ,n , ~A1!
where p and p8 label the realization of the random numbers cn ,p[ f n ,p1ign ,p .
First we assume that different realizations pÞp8 are independent implying that
E~cm ,p* cn ,p ck ,p8 cl ,p8* !pÞp85E~cm ,p* cn ,p!E~ck ,p8 cl ,p8* !. ~A2!
Second we assume that the random numbers are drawn from a probability distribution that is an even function of each variable,
PRE 62 4373FAST ALGORITHM FOR FINDING THE EIGENVALUE . . .P~ f 1,p ,g1,p , f 2,p ,g2,p , . . . , f k ,p ,gk ,p , . . . , f D ,p ,gD ,p!5P~ f 1,p ,g1,p , f 2,p ,g2,p , . . . ,2 f k ,p ,gk ,p , . . . , f D ,p ,gD ,p!
5P~ f 1,p ,g1,p , f 2,p ,g2,p , . . . , f k ,p ,2gk ,p , . . . , f D ,p ,gD ,p!, ~A3!
and symmetric under interchange of any two variables,
P~ f 1,p ,g1,p , . . . , f i ,p ,gi ,p , . . . , f j ,p ,g j ,p , . . . , f D ,p ,gD ,p!5P~ f 1,p ,g1,p , . . . , f j ,p ,gi ,p , . . . , f i ,p ,g j ,p , . . . , f D ,p ,gD ,p!
5P~ f 1,p ,g1,p , . . . ,gi ,p , f i ,p , . . . , f j ,p ,g j ,p , . . . , f D ,p ,gD ,p!,
~A4!
for all i , j ,k51, . . . ,D . This is most easily done by drawing individual numbers from the same even probability distribution,
i.e.,
P~ f 1,p ,g1,p , . . . , f j ,p ,gi ,p , . . . , f i ,p ,g j ,p , . . . , f D ,p ,gD ,p!5 )
n ,m51
D
P~ f n ,p!P~gn ,p!, ~A5!
where P(x)5P(2x). Normalizing the vector ( f 1,p ,g1,p , . . . , f D ,p ,gD ,p) such that ( i51D ucn ,pu251 ~for p51, . . . ,S), does not
affect the basic requirements ~A3! and ~A4!.
Making use of the above properties of P( f 1 ,g1 , . . . , f D ,gD), we find that
E~cm ,p* cn ,p!5dm ,nE~ ucm ,pu
2!5dm ,nE~ ucu2!, ~A6!
where in the last equality we omitted the subscripts of cm ,p to indicate that the expectation value does not depend on m or p.
An expectation value of a product of two c*’s and two c’s can be written as
E~cm ,p* cn ,p ck ,p8 cl ,p8* !5~12dp ,p8!dm ,ndk ,lE~ ucm ,pu
2!E~ ucm ,p8u
2!1dp ,p8dm ,ndk ,l~12dmk!E~cm* cm ck ck*!
1dp ,p8dm ,kdn ,l~12dm ,n!E~cm* cn cm cn*!1dp ,p8dm ,ldn ,k~12dm ,n!E~cm* cn cn cm*!
1dp ,p8dm ,ldn ,kdm ,nE~cm* cm cm cm*!
5~12dp ,p8!dm ,ndk ,lE~ ucu
2!21dp ,p8dm ,ndk ,l~12dm ,k!E~ ucm ,pu
2 uck ,pu2!
1dp ,p8dm ,kdn ,l~12dm ,n!E~ ucm ,pu
2 ucn ,pu2!1dp ,p8dm ,ldn ,k~12dm ,n!E~cm ,p* cn ,p cn ,p cm ,p* !
1dp ,p8dm ,ldn ,kdm ,nE~ ucm ,pu
4!. ~A7!
Furthermore, for mÞn we have
E~cm ,p* cn ,p cn ,p cm ,p* !5E~ f m ,p2 22i f m ,pgm ,p2gm ,p2 !~ f n ,p2 12i f n ,pgn ,p2gn ,p2 !
5E~ f m ,p2 f n ,p2 !12iE~ f m ,p2 f n ,pgn ,p!2E~ f m ,p2 gn ,p2 !22iE~ f m ,pgm ,p f n ,p2 !14E~ f m ,p f n ,pgm ,pgn ,p!
12iE~ f m ,pgm ,pgn ,p2 !2E~gm ,p2 f n ,p2 !22iE~gm ,p2 f n ,pgn ,p!1E~gm ,p2 gn ,p2 !
5E~ f m ,p2 f n ,p2 !2E~gm ,p2 f n ,p2 !2E~ f m ,p2 gn ,p2 !1E~gm ,p2 gn ,p2 !
50. ~A8!By symmetry E(ucm ,pu2 ucn ,pu2) does not depend on m, n, or
p, and the same holds for E(ucm ,pu4).

























5DE~ ucu4!1D~D21 !E~ ucu2uc8u2!5E~1 !51,
~A10!
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D~D21 ! . ~A12!
Substitution into Eq. ~A7! yields
E~cm ,p* cn ,p ck ,p8 cl ,p8* !




D~D21 ! dm ,ndk ,l~12dm ,k!
1dm ,kdn ,l~12dm ,n!1dp ,p8dm ,ldn ,kdm ,nE~ ucu4!,
~A13!
and the final result for the variance readsE~ uTr RAu2!5
1











An expression for the fourth moment E(ucu4) cannot be
derived from general properties of the probability distribu-
tion or normalization of random vector. We can only make
progress by specifying the former explicitly. As an example
we take a probability distribution such that for each realiza-
tion p the random numbers f n ,p and gn ,p are distributed uni-
formly over the surface of a 2D-dimensional sphere of ra-
dius 1. This probability distribution can be written as
P~ f 1 ,g1 , f 2 ,g2 , . . . , f D ,gD!
}d~ f 121g121 f 221g2211 f D2 1gD2 21 !,
~A15!
where we omitted the subscript p because it is irrelevant for
what follows. The even moments of ucnu5( f n21gn2)1/2 are








d~ f 121g1211 f D2 1gD2 21 !d f 1dg1d f DdgD
. ~A16!









d~ f 121g1211 f D2 1gD2 21 !d f 1dg1d f DdgD
. ~A17!










d~ f 121g1211 f D2 1gD2 21 !d f 1dg1d f DdgD









22X D dx1dx2dxN . ~A19!
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I2~X !I2D22~12X !
I2D~1 !
5~D21 !~12X !D22u~X ! u~12X !. ~A21!












and the values of interest to us are
E~ ucu0!51, E~ ucu2!5
1





where the first two results provide some check on the proce-
dure used. Substituting Eq. ~A23! into Eq. ~A14! yieldsE~ uTr RAu2!5
D Tr A†A2uTr Au2
S~D11 ! . ~A24!
APPENDIX B: ERROR BOUNDS
Here we prove that the difference between the eigenval-
ues of the Hermitian matrix A1B and those obtained from
the approximate time-evolution exp(zA/2)exp(zB)exp(zA/2)
(z52it ,2t) is bounded by t2. In the following we assume
A and B are Hermitian matrices and take t , a real, non-
negative number. We start with the imaginary-time case.













1enA/2A ,@A ,B#e2nA/2%elA/2e (t2l)(A1B), ~B1!
a well-known result @24#. We have @26#zuR~t!uz<
1
4 I E0tdlE0ldmE0mdnelA/2e (l2n)B2B ,@A ,B#enBelA/2e (t2l)(A1B)I
1
1






























4 I E02tdlE0ldmE0mdnelA/2e (l2n)B2B ,@A ,B#enBelA/2e (2t2l)(A1B)I
1
1
4 I E02tdlE0ldmE0mdnelA/2elBenA/2A ,@A ,B#e (l2n)A/2e (2t2l)(A1B)I
5
1
4 I E0tdlE0ldmE0mdne2lA/2e (2l1n)B2B ,@A ,B#e2nBe2lA/2e (2t1l)(A1B)I
1
1


























3et( zuAuz1 zuBuz)~ zuA ,@A ,B#uz1 zu2B ,@A ,B#uz!. ~B3!
4376 PRE 62ANTHONY HAMS AND HANS DE RAEDTHence the bound in R(t) does not depend on the sign of t so
that we can write




24zuA ,@A ,B#uz1 zu2B ,@A ,B#uz. ~B5!
For real t we have
etA/2etBetA/2[etC(t), ~B6!
where C(t) is Hermitian. Clearly we have
et(A1B)2etC(t)5R~t!. ~B7!
We already have an upper bound on R(t), and now want to
use this knowledge to put an upper bound on the difference
in eigenvalues of C(t) and A1B . In general, for two Her-
mitian matrices U and V with eigenvalues $un% and $vn%,
respectively, both sets sorted in nondecreasing order, we
have @2#
uun2vnu< zuU2Vuz, ; n . ~B8!
Denoting the eigenvalues of A1B and C(t) by xn(0) and
xn(t), respectively, combining Eqs. ~B4! and ~B8! yields
uetxn(0)2etxn(t)u<sutu3e utu( zuAuz1 zuBuz). ~B9!
To find an upper bound on uxn(0)2xn(t)u we first assume
that xn(0)<xn(t) and take t>0. It follows from Eq. ~B9!
that
etxn(t)2xn(0)21<st3et( zuAuz1 zuBuz)2txn(0). ~B10!
For x>0, ex21>x and we have 2xn(0)< zuA1Buz< zuAuz
1 zuBuz. Hence we find
xn~t!2xn~0 !<st2e2t( zuA zu1 zuBuz). ~B11!
An upper bound on the difference in the eigenvalues between
C(t) and A1B can equally well be derived by considering
the inverse of the exact and approximate time-evolution op-
erator ~B6!. This is useful for the case xn(0).xn(t): Instead
of using Eq. ~B7! we start from exp2t(A1B)
2exp2tC(2t)5R(2t) (t>0). Note that the set of ei-
genvalues of a matrix and its inverse are the same and that
the matrices we are considering here, i.e., matrix exponen-
tials, are nonsingular. Making use of Eq. ~B4! for R(2t)
gives
ue2txn(0)2e2txn(t)u<sutu3e utu( zuAuz1 zuBuz), ~B12!
and proceeding as before we find
txn~0 !2xn~t!<etxn(0)2xn(t)21<st3e2t( zuAuz1 zuBuz).
~B13!
Putting the two cases together, we finally have
uxn~t!2xn~0 !u<st2e2t( zuAuz1 zuBuz). ~B14!Clearly Eq. ~B14! proves that the differences in the eigenval-
ues of A1B and C(t) vanish as t2.
We now consider the case of the real-time algorithm (z
52it). For Hermitian matrices A and B the matrix expo-
nentials are unitary matrices, and hence their norm equals 1.
This simplifies the derivation of the upperbound on
R(2it). One finds @20#
zuR~2it!uzE<sutu3, ~B15!
where zuAuzE
2 [Tr A†A denotes the Euclidean norm of the ma-
trix A @2#. In general the eigenvalues of a unitary matrix are
complex valued, and therefore the strategy adopted above to
use the bound on R(t) to set a bound on the difference of the
eigenvalues no longer works. Instead we invoke the
Wielandt-Hoffman theorem @27#:
If U and V are normal matrices with eigenvalues ui and v i
respectively, then there exists a suitable rearrangement (a




uu j2v%( j)u2< zuU2VuzE
2
. ~B16!
Let U and V denote the exact and approximate real-time
evolution operators respectively. The eigenvalues of A1B
and C(t) are xn(0) and xn(t), respectively. All the xn’s and




uei t x j(0)2ei t y j(t)u2< zuR~2it!uzE
2 <s2t6. ~B17!
where y j(t)5x%( j)(t), % being the permutation such that
inequality ~B17! is satisfied. We see that Eq. ~B17! only
depends on t x j(0)mod 2p and t y j(t)mod 2p, but so
does the DOS @see Eq. ~16!#. Since inequality ~B17! and the
DOS only depend on these ‘‘angles’’ modulo 2p , there is no
loss of generality if we make the choice
0<utx j~0 !2y j~t!u<p . ~B18!
Rewriting the sum in Eq. ~B17!, we have
(j51
N
uei t x j(0)2ei t y j(t)u25(j51
N
$222 cos@t x j~0 !2y j~t!#%
54(j51
N







the restriction Eq. ~B18! allows us to write
(j51
N
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In summary, we have shown that in the real-time case there
exists a permutation of the approximate eigenvalues suchthat the difference with the exact ones vanishes as t2.
Finally we note that both upper bounds ~B22! and ~B14!
hold for arbitrary Hermitian matrices A and B and are there-
fore rather weak. Except for the fact that they provide a
sound theoretical justification for the real- and imaginary
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